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Abstract. The paradigm of multi-layer networks can
help devise a set of robotic swarms interacting with mo-
bile computing centrals. We present here a distributed
hierarchical network model and a related routing pro-
tocol (based on static routing and/or AODV protocol
for peer nodes) for swarm robotics in aquatic environ-
ment, defining also which packets need to be exchanged
to guarantee the mission accomplishment. Joining con-
cepts and techniques from different disciplines allows
us building a robust system with potential practical ap-
plications in scenarios such as environmental care. We
discuss our results and further developments of the pro-
posed approach.
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1. Introduction

Tout se tient : hints and suggestions from different
fields of human knowledge sometimes seem to converge
toward a unitary depiction of a complex phenomenon,
despite the apparent differences of jargon and compu-
tational techniques. This is the case of studies on dis-

tributed intelligence [14], which can be instantiated in
natural swarms, their robotic imitations [19], as well
as network organization. These systems can be in-
vestigated in light of biology, physics, computer en-
gineering, telecommunications, complex network the-
ory. Here, we try to develop a compact depiction of an
aquatic robotic swarm as a multi-layer network, joining
selected tools and concepts from the aforementioned
disciplines. A robotic swarm is a robust and scalable
system of decentralized set of multiple robots, where
each unit interacts with its peers and accomplishes a
simple task. The cooperation between robots allows
the achievement a complex task, impossible for the sin-
gle units [4, 1]. Here, we consider multiple swarms, and
each swarm is assigned a portion of space for explo-
ration and information collection. Also, the robots of
each swarm interact with a computing central put on
a larger device, as a human-driven boat, which sends
messages to and receive messages from the swarm. The
motion of boats takes into account the concept of Point
of No Return (PNR), both from a signal and an en-
ergy point of view [5]. Boats also interact between
them. They autonomously collect information, to be
later analyzed offline, helping create a map of the ex-
plored space. In this research, we refer in particular
to two recent studies. The first one is a graph-based
modeling of a set of swarms, interacting with mobile
computing centrals, with a routing model and numer-
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ical examples obtained from Webots simulations [16].
Because the chosen scenario was a canal in Venice, the
robots were simple aquatic models, and the computing
centrals were computers put on gondolas. The motion

Fig. 1: Block diagram summarizing our overall architecture.
Left: steps of problem definition; right: fields involved
to face them.

of gondolas is not generating high waves, and thus, it
does not damage the underwater structure of the town
(the basements of Venice are put at risk by wave mo-
tion), and it also does not disturb the stability of the
robots of our prototype. In [16], a collaborative net-
working approach was proposed, for giving instructions
to gondolas and their swarm, jointly with an energy
and channel quality-aware communication to avoid is-
sues due to charging operations, and losses of robotic
units. The second study borrows the quantum-based
robotic pairwise interaction and decision-making from
[15], extending it with entanglement for connections
between gondolas, and using the algebraic formaliza-
tion of multi-layer network to describe the whole sys-
tem [17]. Here, we focus on the classic-based deci-
sion making, using Python simulations of the robotic
swarm. We adopt the architecture of aquatic swarms
of robots, where each swarm interacts with a com-
putational unit [16], defining a communication pro-
tocol. We also include the formalism of multi-layer
networks [17], re-shaping the telecommunication model
of [16] according to them. Thus, we also deepen and
strengthen some of the hints proposed in [17], focus-
ing on the classic case. In this research, we consider
two different frameworks: quantum computing applied
to robotics in an ideal scenario with an omniscient
platform [15], and a telecommunication protocol devel-
oped for simulated aquatic robots [16]. A first attempt
of application of the quantum framework to a non-
omniscient platform, where simulated robots are really
exchanging information, was sketched in [17], jointly
with a multi-layer network. Here, the sketch is fully de-
veloped, defining a more accurate routing model. The
definition of the Trial and Error Algorithm for Mis-
sions Accomplishment is also a novelty introduced to
this article, with respect to existing former works. The

article is organized as follows: in Section 2.1. , we
present the formalization of multi-layer networks. In
Section 2. , we propose a hierarchical model for robot
coordination. In Section 3. , we present our numerical
results, and finally, in Section 4. , we summarize our
research and discuss ideas for its development.

2. Aquatic Hierarchical Model
for Robot Coordination

In this paper we propose a hierarchical model for
aquatic robot swarm coordination. There are slave
robots which deal directly with the particular mis-
sion on water surface and master devices (as On-Board
Units - OBUs) which instruct slaves time by time. Be-
fore describing the details of our model, we present a
matrix depiction of multi-layer networks, which will be
useful to contextualize our study. To summarize the
proposed architecture, a block diagram is proposed in
Figure 1.

2.1. Multi-layer Networks Theory

We introduce here the hierarchical definition of com-
municating aquatic slave swarms and masters via the
concept of multi-layer networks. A complex network in
general consists of nodes which are connected by links;
a multi-layer network consists in a multitude of differ-
ent kinds of nodes and connections. The concept of
multi-layer networks is very powerful for the descrip-
tion and modeling of systems with multiple types of
interactions, subsystems, and multidimensional struc-
tures [3]. Let us summarize some definitions proposed
in [17], which are used as here the foundational basis
for our telecommunication-swarm robotics approach.
We represent the links in an unweighted complex net-
work can be represented via the adjacency matrix A,
where Ai,j = 1, indicates a link between nodes i and
j (and 0 for no link). We use Greek letters to indi-
cate different layers. In a multi-layer network, for each
individual layer α there is a separate Aα representing
the intra-layer links. The links between different lay-
ers (inter-layer linking) are indicated by the adjacency
matrix Aα,β , where α, β indicate the corresponding
layers. For our special case of slave robots connected
to master OBUs on floating vehicles, we have to use
a special multi-layer approach. At time t, the con-
nected masters are represented by one layer, with a
long-range communication between them. We assume
that master boats are connected with each other (com-
plete network); then, the corresponding adjacency ma-
trix consists everywhere of values 1 except at the main
diagonal (to exclude self-links). For an example of 3
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master OBUs, we have:

Am =

(
0 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 0

)
(1)

The robots within a swarm at time t are all con-
nected with each other; thus, the corresponding adja-
cency matrix would be similar to Eq. (1). The adja-
cency matrix of masters are of the same kind; they
form just one layer without links between the different
swarms, distinguished through colors in eq. 2.

As =



0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0


. (2)

Joining the adjacency matrices Am (highlighted in
red) and As with the inter-layer connectivity matri-
ces Am,s, we obtain the global multi-layer network

A =

(
Am As,m

Am,s As

)
:

A =



0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0


.

(3)

The colored diagonal represent intra-layer commu-
nications, while the off-diagonal ones (i.e., As,m) in-
dicate inter-layer communications. For simplicity of
notation, we will explicitly write the time dependence
in the next subsection. Further research may address
diffusive information flow through the network, that is
faster in multi-layer networks than in separate single
layers [11], and multiplex networkscan enhance con-
gestions [12].Such a model approach can be based on a
Markov chain model [13], a simple standardized model
[12],or diffusion model [11].

2.2. Maritime Multi-layer Networks
as Telecommunication
Architecture and Model

Let us connect the discussed matrix model with con-
crete telecommunication ad-hoc networks. We focus on
top and bottom layers. The top layer is represented by

the set of master controllers, put on-board of floating
vehicles, such as boats and gondolas. They are human-
supervised, but acts autonomously, once the mission
configuration is set. Each master node can be seen as
a portable and water-proof device (e.g., an IP65 wa-
terproof/dustproof tablet or a rugged notebook) and a
charging station, that is a battery whose dimensions/-
capacities allow superficial robots to have a large num-
ber of fast charging operations (unlimited if compared
with a mission duration). Each floating vehicle hosting
a master node is completely autonomous, without any
kind of energy limitations. We assume, additionally,
that storage capability of master nodes is not limited
and data may arrive directly from the robots in two
ways: in real-time, when data are sent from a slave to
its master via communication protocol and a wireless
standard (e.g. 5G), or off-line, when data are down-
loaded after a slave node completed its tasks. The
bottom layer is composed by the slave robots, creating
a decentralized swarm, whose possible structure is pro-
posed in Figure 2, showing the RoboWood∗ [16]. This
is a simple, virtual prototype of aquatic robot, consti-
tuted by a wood tablet, with four propellers, GPS sen-
sors emerging from the surface of water, and distance
sensors. The robot is also equipped with an underwater
camera, to help collect information about the ground.
In case of overturning, the robot can be equipped with
a set of two underwater cameras, allowing the device
to keep taking pictures even if upside-down. At the
moment, we are considering surface-only slaves, but
the same proposed approach is suitable also for under-
water communications (equipping masters and slaves
with acoustic transceivers).

Fig. 2: Visualization in Webots of the aquatic RoboWood pro-
totype (left); clicking on it, the software makes the pro-
pellers visible (right).

The complete architecture will be described in
terms of telecommunication network. We will refer
to a master node as the boat or its OBU device,
without any difference. We can define the set of
master nodes as M = {m1,m2, ...,mn}, with |M | = n.
Each mi ∈ M , with i = 1, ..., n, has a radio coverage
radius Ri

M (we can assume to be the same RM for
each master node, if all of them are based on the same
RF technology). Time by time, the n hosting vehicles
are moving, so the connections between each couple
mi,mj with i ̸= j, i, j = 1, ..., n may be available or

∗https://github.com/medusamedusa/RoboWood
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Fig. 3: A graphical representation of a general hierarchical
aquatic network, with 3 master vehicles and 9 slave
drones.

not, with a consequent topology change during time.
Thus, we can define the connections between all the
possible couples of the n master nodes in function
of time, EM (t) = {e1,1(t), e1,2(t), e1,n(t), ei,1(t),
ei,2(t), ..., e1,n(t), ..., en,1(t), en,2(t), ..., en,n(t)}, with
|EM (t)| = n2. According to sub-section 2.1. , the
generic edge in EM (t) will be:

ei,j(t) =


1, if mi is connected to mj at time t

0, if mi is not connected to mj at time t

0, if i = j (∀t).
(4)

The two sets M and EM (t) define a fully con-
nected graph GM (t) =< M,EM (t) > which can
be represented by an adjacency matrix Am, see
eq. (1). Concerning the slave aquatic robots, we
assume that each mi ∈ M has its own set of slaves
Si = {si,1, si,2, ..., si,pi

}, |Si| = pi, constituting the
i-th swarm of the system, where pi is the number of
robots associated to master mi. As for the M set,
we define a coverage radius Ri,j

S , assumed to be the
same RS if all slaves nodes communicate with the
same technology. Also, slave nodes have an additional
sensing radius—acoustic, optical—for detecting other
objects and the target: it can be indicated with
Ri,j

SS or, assuming to be the same, as RSS . The
swarm topology may change during a mission, so a
connectivity set of edges can be defined as ESi

(t) =
{ei1,1(t), ei1,2(t), ..., ei1,pi (t), ei2,1(t), ei2,2(t), ..., ei2,pi (t), ...,
eipi,1(t), eipi,2(t), ..., eipi,pi (t)}, with |ESi

(t)| = p2i . The
values of the elements of ESi

(t) are still 0 and 1, see (4)
for the master nodes. If no communication is possible
between slaves ∈ Si and slaves ∈ Sj , with i ̸= j, then
the two sets Si and ESi(t) define a disconnected graph
GS(t) =< Si, ESi

(t) > which can be represented by
an adjacency matrix As, as in eq. (2). We need now
to connect GM (t) and GS(t), defining the interactions
between masters and slaves. Assuming that each
boat can communicate with its robots in a full-duplex
way, the interactions are undirected. A graph G for

the overall system can thus be defined as:

G(t) =< {M ∪ S1 ∪ ... ∪ Sn}, {EM (t) ∪ ES1
(t) ∪ ...

...ESn
(t) ∪ EM,S(t)} >=< V,E(t) >,

(5)

where EM,S(t) represents the set of edges from master
nodes to slave nodes, and its structure depend on
how the swarms behave (e.g., they can be clustered
and only the slave cluster-head may have a connection
with its master). An example of the representation
of EM,S in terms of adjacency matrix is given in eq.
(3), where Am,s and (Am,s)

T
= As,m represent the in-

teractions between the two hierarchical levels. We no-
tice that Am, As, Am,s, As,m, hence A, defined in the
previous sub-section, are time-dependent, so we con-
sider them as time-dependent matrices Am(t), As(t),
Am,s(t), As,m(t), A(t), reflecting the topological evolu-
tion of the entire system. For the sake of completeness,
we illustrate a different representation of the example
in Figure 3, to give a clearer view of the definitions
given so far. In Figure 4, the top layer (masters) is
composed by n = 3 floating vehicles, while the bot-
tom layer (slaves) comprises p1 = 3, p2 = 2, p3 = 4
(p1 + p2 + p3 = 9) aquatic robots. The interactions
between top and bottom layers are indicated with the
dotted circles and the edges inside them, belonging to
the EM,S(t) set.

Fig. 4: The hierarchical 2-layers conceptual graph model repre-
sentation for the system in Figure 3, with n = 3, p1 = 3,
p2 = 2, p3 = 4.

2.3. Suitable RF technologies and
protocols

We assume here that master OBUs can transfer data
among them by their wireless RF interface and tech-
nology, neglecting if it consists of a Wi-Fi, Bluetooth,
LoraWAN, [10] or equivalent interface. They are GPS-
equipped, so it is possible to know exactly which is their
position, time by time. We assume the water surface
to be flat (no huge waves), so the slave robots’ mo-
bility occurs in a 2D scenario (depth is not taken into
account). Of course, robots are also subject to water
surface movements and even sudden waves (we do not
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consider abrupt waves yet), in addition to movements
needed to accomplish a mission, through the communi-
cation with master nodes. Initially, slaves are put on-
board by their own masters with their fully charge bat-
tery. Then, when a mastermi ∈ M reaches a suitable
point, the drop-down operation of each slave si,j ∈ Si

is made, storing the GPS position of node mi as Return
To Home (RTH) position (it can be changed during the
mission). The position of si,j , indicated with Pi,j , is
updated time by time (with a frequency fu) and sent
to the related mi. A mission may provide to reach a
known target (or checkpoint), to find a target on an
unknown position, or to observe a certain geographi-
cal area, while capturing audio, video or other data,
depending on the sensors on-board each slave. The
target is indicated with T , and its position with PT .

In this paper, we are not considering underwater op-
erations. In that case, the idea is still valid considering
dead-reckoning approaches [6, 7]. Once all masters de-
ployed their set of slaves, they start to collaborate via
mi. Given the limited energy autonomy of slave nodes,
the RTH and transmission power management have to
be taken into account, to avoid the Point of No Re-
turn event (PNR) [16]. Concerning routing, we manage
nodes communications through a dynamic protocol. In
the considered scenarios, there are no scalability issues
(|V | < 100), so we propose a simple routing proto-
col, such as the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector
(AODV). See [8] for details on AODV; see [9] for other
Distance-Vector protocols.

2.4. A possible Trial and Error
Algorithm for Missions
Accomplishment (TEAM-A)

We illustrate here the core idea of target-search algo-
rithm. Masters and slaves move inside a defined 2D
Geographical Area (GA), whose dimensions are X and
Y ; it does not matter if we are dealing with Carte-
sian or GPS/GNSS coordinates. GA(X,Y ) sides are
divided into q smaller segments, identifying a GRid
(GR), composed by q2 small areas (we use the no-
tation GRq). For each area GRq(x, y) ∈ GA, with
x, y = 1, ..., q, the following relations are valid:

q⋂
k=1

q⋂
l=1

GRq(k, l) = O,

q⋃
k=1

q⋃
l=1

GRq(k, l) = GA. (6)

The area of each GRq is X·Y
q2 . Given GRq(x, y), a

time-dependent square matrix MR(t) can be associ-
ated to GA and its elements:

MR(l,q)(t) =


1, if MR(l,q)(t) has been visited
1, if MR(l,q)(t) contains an obstacle
0, else.

(7)

Here MR is Boolean. However, if the storage of more
information is needed, MR can be a generic matrix.
E.g., visited condition and obstacle presence can be
stored as different statuses; see Figure 5 for a visual
summary. MR is initially set to the null matrix, then

Fig. 5: A possible operative scenario and its representation in
terms of G(t) =< V,E(t) >, GA, the related grid, and
MR, with q = 6. The MR elements are indicated with
transparent red zeros and ones; red dotted links indicate
slave2slave activities for AODV protocol route mainte-
nance. Long blue lines represent master2master com-
munications, while short and thin blue lines the commu-
nications between slave gateways (nearest to the own
master) and masters.

it is shared among all the mi ∈ M , but only slave
nodes can change indirectly the status of each element
of GR: a slave is able to communicate with its master
mi directly or hop-by-hop (by the AODV protocol).
At the application layer, we provide very few packets
to be sent among masters/slaves or between masters
and slaves:

• VISIT_UPDATE(si,j ,mi, Pi,j): this message is
sent back from si,j to mi once the chosen desti-
nation Pi,j is reached by si,j ;

• TARGET_FOUND(si,j ,mi, Pi,j): this message is
sent back to mi once the target has been found in
position Pi,j by si,j ; each master is able to map
Pi,j into the related grid element;

• MATRIX_UPDATE(mi,mj , GRq(k, l),
Bool): once the master mi has received a
VISIT_UPDATE from its si,j regarding a
reached destination (or target), it sends to the
other n − 1 masters (mj) the request to update
their own GR. To reduce the signaling overhead, a
centralized matrix can be shared among masters,
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but those issues are out of the scope of the paper.
The packet payload contains also the interested
matrix element and the Boolean value (generally
True, to indicate a visited element);

• MISSION_ACCOMPLISHED(mi,mj , GRq(k, l)):
once the master mi has received a TAR-
GET_FOUND from one of its si,j , it sends to the
other n − 1 masters (mj) the request to update
their own GR and to stop the movements of their
slaves, indicating the GRq(k, l) where the target
has been found;

• STOP_MISSION(mi, si,j): this message is sent
from mi to its reachable si,j once the target has
been found. Slave nodes, then, start the RTH
procedure.

Once the slaves are dropped into the water,
they start to be operative by sending their first
VISIT_UPDATE messages, regarding the drop-down
position. The mission finishes either when one or more
slave nodes find the target (in Figure 5 when GRq(3, 4)
is set to 1) or if all the matrix elements are set to 1 and
the target has not been found.

3. Numerical Results

We present here the results achievable by the proposed
TEAM-A scheme. The simulator, taking into account
all the defined variables, has been completely imple-
mented in python, and several system parameters have
been changed (e.g. q, X, Y , n, pi, fu, RM , RS , RSS).
Due to space limitations, we provided to set some of
them to typical values: X = Y = 600m, fu = 1Hz,
RM = 300m (if we assume an RF standard at least
equal to WiFi 4, because no high data-rates are needed
[18]), RS = 100m (the standard will be the same, but
we set a lower transmission power to optimize energy
consumption). A missing element, to be taken into ac-
count for realistic results, is represented by a mobility
model for slave nodes (in our simulations master nodes
are mostly stopped during each mission). We consid-
ered slaves mobility parameters through Webots sim-
ulations, and some of the obtained profiles are shown
in Figure 6. Webots’ investigations show that the max-
imum reachable speed is lower than 0.25m/s while,
in the average, slaves move with a speed of 0.1m/s.
The considered mission consists in finding T , which is
placed at the center of a randomly chosen GRq(i, j)
for each run. Figure 7 shows the performance of the
AODV in terms of PDR: the number of mastersn has
been changed from 1 to 6, as well as the number of
slaves for each mi ∈ M (pi = 1, ..., n), assuming that
each swarm is composed by the same number of slaves.
In this way, the total number of slaves is changed from

Fig. 6: Typical mobility profiles for slave nodes from [16]. We
used the parameters from [16] to run our analyses.

Fig. 7: The average PDR in function of n and pi.

1 to 36. The PDR (referred to both AODV signaling
protocol and TEAM-A packets) does never go under
95% and this can be considered as a very good perfor-
mance of the overall system. In fact, it is very impor-
tant to have low packet droppings, in order to guaran-
tee that slaves will not loose their connection. At this
point, we illustrate what happens in terms of nodes co-
ordination, between masters and slaves, and the way
missions are accomplished. Figure 8 shows the average

Fig. 8: The average time for mission accomplishment in func-
tion of n and pi.

amount of time needed to find the target and stop the
mission (it is referred to the time taken by the first
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si,j to find T ). We considered the cases in which the
sensing radius RSS is equal to both 20m and 40m; the
higher the radius, the higher the energy consumption.
We have a decreasing trend for higher pi, reflecting the
validity of the collaborative approach (there will be a
higher probability to find T in less time), the lower
the trend for higher n, leading to more independent
swarms of “slave” nodes.

4. Conclusions and Future
Works

In this article, we presented a routing approach for
swarm robotics interacting with computational units,
modeled as a multi-layer network. We considered a
distributed hierarchical network model with a static/-
dynamic routing approach (AODV protocol has been
simulated for peer nodes) for swarm robotics in aquatic
environment, defining also new messages for the ap-
plication layer. We started from recent and cutting-
edge research [16, 17], developing some aspects and
strengthening the connections between them. We
showed what happens when master and slave nodes
interact through a routing protocol without any scala-
bility issue. Simulation results are encouraging, given
that the time needed to accomplish a mission can be
drastically reduced. Next research will focus on strate-
gies for robotic decision-making, comparing the quan-
tum approach proposed in [15] with the classic ap-
proach discussed here. Also, the next theoretical de-
velopment should algebraically connect the multi-layer
network matrix with the single-swarm block matrix
discussed in [15]. The quantum-based approach to
pairwise robotic decision-making, even if successfully
compared against an instance of particle swarm opti-
mization in [15], is not an optimization method, but
rather an exploration of the potentialities of quantum
computing embedded in a classic-quantum algorithm.
While optimization methods can be applied to robotic
search-and-rescue algorithms, as well as to the defini-
tion of communication protocols [8, 9], this was not
the primary goal of our present research. We aimed
to join hints from different fields, deepening pioneer-
ing insights, and defining a robust routing protocol
jointly with a physics-derived multi-layer network. Fu-
ture research can compare pairwise-interaction meth-
ods against heuristic learning, or apply deep learning to
our framework. Thus, a discussion on hyperparameters
potentially affecting the optimization outcome is here
out of scope. Next research may explore the impact
of the physical constraints imposed on the robots and
on the simulation arena, weighting them against the
computational resources required by quantum circuits.

Our work focused on three main pillars: quantum
computing, telecommunication protocols, and multi-
layer networks. The connection between disciplines,
languages, and formalism allows the definition and en-

hancement of an aquatic robotic system, to help pro-
tect what ultimately matters: the beauty of natural
and artificial marine architectures.
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